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Abstract

Volume visualization has been made available on the web using the Direct Vol-
ume Rendering (DVR) technique, powered by the WebGL 1 API. While the tech-
nique produces visually pleasing output, the performance of the prototypes that
implement this leave much desired. 2017 saw the release of the next version
of WebGL, WebGL 2.0 and the introduction of WebAsssembly. These APIs and
formats are promising tools for formulating a DVR application that can do high
performance rendering at interactive frame rates.

This thesis investigates, implements and evaluates a prototype application that
utilizes the optimization methods of Adaptive Texture Maps, Octree Empty Space
Skipping and Distance Transform Empty Space Skipping. The Distance Trans-
form is further evaluated by a CPU bound and a GPU bound algorithm implemen-
tation. The techniques are assessed on readily available off the shelf devices and
hardware. The performance of the prototype application ran on these devices is
quantified by measuring computation times of costly operations, and measuring
frames per second.

It is concluded that for different hardware, the methods have different proper-
ties. While higher FPS is achieved for all devices by utilizing some combination
of the optimization methods, the distance transform is the most consistent. A
discussion on embedded devices and their quirks is also held, where memory
constraints and the resolution of the data is of greater importance than on the
non-embedded devices. This results in some suggested actions that can be taken
to also potentially enable high-performance rendering of higher resolution data
on these devices.
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x Notation

Notation

Glossary

Term Concept

GLSL GL Shading Language. A programming language simi-
lar in syntax to C that is executed on the GPU in the dif-
ferent render stages. These programs are often called
”Shaders”

WebGL WebGL is a cross-platform, royalty-free web standard
for a low-level 3D graphics API based on OpenGL ES,
exposed to ECMAScript via the HTML5 Canvas ele-
ment

WebGL 2.0 WebGL 2.0 is a long-awaited (released 2017) feature
upgrade which delivers the OpenGL ES 3.0 feature set,
bringing the browser’s graphical capabilities closer to
the state of the art

OpenGL OpenGL is a cross-language, cross-platform applica-
tion programming interface (API) for rendering 2D
and 3D vector graphics. The API is typically used
to interact with a graphics processing unit (GPU), to
achieve hardware-accelerated rendering

OpenGL ES OpenGL for Embedded Systems (OpenGL ES or GLES)
is a subset of the OpenGL computer graphics render-
ing application programming interface for rendering
2D and 3D computer graphics

TextureND A texture (Texture3D, Texture2D etc.) is an OpenGL
Object that contains one or more images that all have
the same image format. A texture can be used in two
ways: it can be the source of a texture access from a
Shader, or it can be used as a render target. An ele-
ment of a texture is called texel, and while an image
dimensions are defined in the number of pixels, a tex-
tures dimensions are always in [0, 1]



1
Introduction

Visualization of volumes is a continously evolving field that in the past 10 years
have rapidly developed due to the easy access of relatively cheap graphics process-
ing unit (GPU) with high parallell computing power, and the desire to present
the information gathered from the medical imaging systems with increased reso-
lution.

With this current development, prototyped direct volume rendering web applica-
tions that perform the rendering computations completely client-side using the
WebGL 1.0 application programming interface (API), have been shown in for ex-
ample [5] by John Congote et al. However, to conform to the WebGL 1.0 API, sub-
optimal workarounds causes slow rendering. Furthermore, little optimization
has been implemented. These are limiting factors hampering the functionality,
visual quality, and interactivity of these systems.

The browser web platform has seen development recently in the world wide web,
with all major browsers now supporting the WebAssembly binary format, allow-
ing for very fast central processing unit (CPU) computations on the clients ma-
chine. [2]

The WebGL 2.0 API to target the client-side GPU is also a powerful tool that is
reaching widespread use. These formats have a reported usage coverage of about
80% and 70% respectively, of all browsers in use. [1]
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2 1 Introduction

1.1 Problem Formulation

With these advances in client-side web development technologies, serious consid-
erations for direct volume rendering of volumes at interactive frame rates can be
made. This thesis work aim to develop and implement methods of optimizing the
rendering pipeline proposed in literature, evaluating them in the context of the
browser and web environment. As such, this thesis aim to answer the following
questions:

1. Can better interactive volume visualization applications be conceived for
medical data sets on the web platform?

2. What optimization methods are best suited?

3. Given the two above questions, how are these methods evaluated?

1.2 Limitations

The web platform has its limitations. The browsers available have different un-
documented memory-usage limitations per page and device.

The evaluation of methods is limited to a set of segmented MR volumes supplied
by AMRA medical. Evaluation is further limited by a small set of devices that
can be considered interesting.

The platform is also young and the state-of-the-art methods and tooling may
not be available off the shelf, which means any methods investigated are imple-
mented ”from scratch”. Constraints in time therefore limits the scope of methods
tested.



2
Background Theory

Direct volume rendering (DVR) is a computer graphics application attempting
to bring visual information and clarity to complex datasets generated from the
multidiscplinary field of medical image gathering and analysis. To elaborate on
acquisition or modality details is considered of little value in this work. The
background will set out to elaborate on important aspects in the context of DVR
and more specifically GPU-accelerated DVR ray casting.

2.1 Medical Volume Data

Volume data when gathered by medical imaging systems are commonly repre-
sented as a stack or sequence of images containing 1-dimensional scalar values.
This representation is natural due to how the imaging systems gathers the data,
and is also the common format that the data is handled and reviewed.

The volume scalar values are called voxels, a natural extension of the 2D image
pixel. The voxels of a volume are distributed over a uniform 3D-grid. Similar to
pixels, their physical size can be different than that of the voxel, i.e a cube voxel
in the sampled space can contain information of a cuboid in physical space. The
result is different spatial resolutions in different directions. This is also called
anisotropy. Anisotropy is the property of being directionally dependent, and for
this case, anisotropy refers to directionally dependent sampling.

The scalar field values contained in a general medical 3D volume are dependent
on many factors such as imaging system modality, vendor and post-processing.
The most common representation of this data in memory is a flat array, where
indexing into this data to access scalar value at position ix, iy , iz in a volume of

3



4 2 Background Theory

size Nx × Ny × Nz corrsepond to the array index u

u = ix + Nx(iy + Ny iz) (2.1)

2.2 The DVR ray casting model

The common model for GPU-accelerated volume rendering is ray casting. This is
due to its general superior quality compared to methods GPU-accelerated meth-
ods that were developed prior, when graphics processing units did not support
conditionals or loops. The most common of these older models being texture slic-
ing described as early as 1994 by Orion Wilson [23] and the improved shear-warp
methods devised by Philippe Lacroute and Marc Levoy in [12] and revisited in
[7] by Li Guo et al. The main difference other than the induced distortions and
artifacts in these methods is the difference in which order the final projected im-
age is composed compared to ray casting. [13]

The model of ray casting builds upon computing the ”reverse” of the optical
model of the eye. Instead of light traveling towards the eye, a backtracing ray
is cast from the camera onto the scene. In volume rendering, and ray casting in
particular, this ray is described as the integral along the ray, computing the re-
sulting color c from the scalar values. The integral also takes the attenuation of
the light into account. [13]

c =

b∫
a

g(t)e−
∫ t
a
τ(u)dudt (2.2)

a and b are the entry and exit points in the volume along the ray. g( · ) is the
function that describes the color contribution of position t, τ( · ) is the density
function of the sample.

The integration is however performed discretely along the ray path. The approx-
imation is thus a Reimann Sum. The algorithm describes a ray path that samples
in front-to-back order, and the final value is composited.

c =
K∑
i=1

ciαi

i−1∏
j=0

(1 − αj ) (2.3)

where ci is the ith sample, and α is the opacity, approximating the original den-
sity term (1 − eτi ). This model maps well to the SIMD architecture of modern
GPUs, as this can be implemented in a fragment shader/program, computing
one ray per fragment, or slightly simplified, one pixel in the resulting image.
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Figure 2.1: The raycasting model illustrated. A ray is cast from the camera
onto the voxels of a volume. The ray passes through the image plane (or
screen) and samples the voxel intensities along the ray. In a simple imple-
mentation, the final pixel value is given by equation 2.3.

Algorithm 1 Direct Volume Rendering: Ray Casting

1: for each fragment/pixel x do
2: r =

x − n
||x − n||

/K

3: for i = 1 to K do
4: I = sample(kr)
5: c = accumulate(I, c)
6: end for
7: end for

Algorithm 1 present the pseudo-implementation of the simple DVR ray caster.
The sample and accumulate methods are the implementations of equation 2.3, n
is the camera center, r is the normalized ray direction from n to pixel/fragment
position x and K is the number of samples. [5]
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2.3 Volume Sampling and Interpolation

The sample( · ) function introduced in algorithm 1 deserves elaboration, as it per-
forms many operations ”under the hood”, both in terms of implementation but
also in terms of complexity. As mentioned in section 2.1, the volume data cube is
a discrete set of scalar values placed on a uniform grid, each voxel having its own
size, often defined in millimeters. The ray sample step kr is most probably not
going to land at the physical center of a voxel, but instead somewhere else within
the volume and voxel. The objective then becomes finding the value that lies be-
tween these discrete scalars. Effectively, what this means, is that interpolation
is required to attain the value between voxels. While any interpolation function
could be used, linear interpolation is considered here. To linearly interpolate in
3D volume space, 8 sample points are required.

Figure 2.2: The setup for trillinear interpolation. The 8 corners Iijk are the
scalar values contained in the voxels of the volume data. I is the sought after
scalar value, residing somewhere between the discrete values.

Figure 2.2 is a graphical depiction of the situation. The considered domain is a
cube with corners at x0, x1, y0, y1, z0, z1. Each of the 8 corner scalars, Iijk , (i, j, k) ∈
{0, 1} of the cube represents a scalar value in the volume, at points of the cube cor-
ners. To find the value of the ray sample step rk = (x, y, z), simple interpolation
in the 3 directions is performed in arbitrary order.

xd = (x − x0)/(x1 − x0)
yd = (y − y0)/(y1 − y0)
zd = (z − z0)/(z1 − z0)

(2.4)

The distances, or weights, of linear interpolation is a simple computation shown
in equation 2.4. x0 is the point below x, x1 is the point above. The same applies to
y and z. Interpolation is then performed. The domain is consecutively ”collapsed”
along each dimension to produce the resulting values used for the next set of
computations in equations 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7.
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The first step is linearly interpolating along one edge, collapsing the domain to
2D. In equation 2.5, x direction is chosen.

I00 = I000(1 − xd) + I100xd
I01 = I001(1 − xd) + I101xd
I10 = I010(1 − xd) + I110xd
I11 = I011(1 − xd) + I111xd

(2.5)

The second step is then to repeat the process along a different axis, now in 2D.

I0 = I00(1 − yd) + I10yd
I1 = I01(1 − yd) + I11yd

(2.6)

The values are then linearly interpolated in 1D.

I = I0(1 − zd) + I1zd (2.7)

Finally, the scalar value I is found.

These computations can be performed very fast on graphics hardware using tex-
ture samplers. It does however mean that for every ray step, effectively 8 samples
are required. In [18], this is identified by Daniel Ruijters as the most expensive
operation performed in DVR, as it is performed for each ray step by sampling (or
fetching) from a texture.

2.4 Image Compositing and Transfer Functions

In algorithm 1, accumulate( · ) is described as an implementation of equation 2.3.
While true, the detail of finding the RGBA (Red-Green-Blue-Alpha) color tuple
C, and how to mix the components is non-trivial. It requires two concepts: Alpha
blending, and the transfer function.

Alpha blending can be computed iteratively, and was shown in [24] by Craig
M. Wittenbrink to be correctly computed when so-called associated colors were
used. In this context, associated colors means that the RGB-component is pre-
multiplied with its A-component. As such, the compositing, or alpha blending,
is formulated with equations

C′i = C′i−1 + (1 − α′i−1)αiCi (2.8)

α′i = α′i−1 + (1 − α′i−1)αi (2.9)

where C′ , α′ are the new accumulated RGB and A components for the ith sample,
and C and α are the original values of sample point i. It can be noted that equa-
tion 2.8 can be formulated in back-to-front order as well, which is how methods
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such as texture slicing and shear-warp techniques compute and composite the
final image. [17]

The color C of a sample is generally not contained in the volume data, or fol-
lowing notation in algorithm 1, the scalar value I does not contain or describe
any geometric or visual information such as the color and opacity C and α. This
mapping is instead found by using a transfer function. The transfer function is
a mapping of the scalar values to a visual representation. These can be imple-
mented trivially as a linear mapping, simply allowing the intensity values be its
color and opacity values. For images generated with acquisition methods such as
Computed Tomography, this might suffice as a method, since the intensity of the
scalar is related to the density of the material. Transfer functions can also, more
commonly, be implemented as lookup tables, where each scalar I maps to user
defined or automatically generated color and opacity. These can also be further
extended to map different spatial regions to different colors who have the same
scalar intensity, effectively adding more dimensions to the transfer function. [14]

2.5 Related Work

There are numerous DVR implementations found in the literature, many which
implement some sort of optimization. For the web platform, one implementa-
tion in particular is described, where rasterization of proxy geometry is used to
compute cast rays.

2.5.1 Optimization Schemes

Concepts of of accelerating and optimizing DVR have been proposed in literature
as well as their implementation. Key concepts are that of Empty Space Skipping
and Early Ray Termination.

Empty Space Skipping

A common optimization concept is empty space skipping, the idea of reducing the
working set of voxels to those that contain visual information [4][22][18]. In gen-
eral, these methods are considered object order, as they are conceptually applied
in rendering stages where the data is still an object, as opposed to a set of com-
posited pixels in an image. They are applied by evaluating uniform coarse grids
as in [18] by Ruijters, or other space division schemes such as Patrick Ljungs
suggestion of octree [8] or other search tree approaches such as Vincent Vidal’s
kd-tree [22]. These are all similar methods to subdivide the space into empty
and non-empty regions. For iso-surface rendering distance field are commented
in [8] by Ljung. Distance fields have seen multiple uses in ray or sphere-tracing
[9]. Common for these methods is to find so-called first hit rays.
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Early Ray Termination

Early ray termination is a simple method of reducing the time spent in the loop
of algorithm 1. By a simple check, it can be determined if the compositing by
the accumulate( · ) method has been saturated, meaning the current accumulated
opacity α has reached a value of 1. When this occurs, further iterations of the loop
do not contribute to the final image. The loop can therefore be safely terminated
before the ray has performed K samples. Since α often is a interactively tunable
parameter dependent on the current transfer function, this method can achieve
substantial performance gains or none at all, depending on user input. [13]

2.5.2 DVR on the Web

As previously mentioned in section 1, the implementation introduced in [5] by
Congote et al. is limited by the fact it uses the WebGL 1.0 API. That means the
feature 3DTexture of later version of the OpenGL specification is not available.
In the next version of WebGL, WebGL 2.0, this feature is available, and with
it hardware-accelerated trillinear-interpolation and better cache-behaviour than
what can be expected from the 2D texture-tiling approach used in [5].

Even so, the implemented pipeline is still a sound one in some regards, in par-
ticular the rasterization steps of the proxy geometry, as this method utilizes the
hardware accelerated z-buffer for speeding up rendering.

The pipeline presented in [5] is mostly based on the works in [8] by Ljung. It
consists of a setup step, followed by 2 render passes. The setup step initializes
the bounding geometry and volume data as a texture, uploading these to the GPU.
It also constructs and initializes an off-screen render target, which can be thought
of as an image in which the GPU output is put.

This image will store the front face positions of the bounding geometry as RGB
components in the volume. This is done through rasterizing the bounding cube
front faces from the current viewpoint, and then set the position (x, y, z) to the
color components of the corresponding fragment (r, g, b). The resulting off-screen
rendered image is shown in figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: The first render pass of the proposed GPU DVR. The front faces
are rendererd onto an off-screen image or texture. The RGB colors encode
the (x, y, z) coordinates of the ray start positions.

The following render pass will instead render to the screen. The same bounding
geometry is rendered a second time, but rasterizing the back faces instead, shown
in figure 2.4

Figure 2.4: The second render rasterizing step. The back faces are rasterized
and the coordinates are used together with the front face texture to compute
ray start and end points.

Using the image with the front face positions and the current rasterized position
in the fragment shader, ray directions and lengths can be computed. A loop is
then applied in the fragment shader to advance the ray, completely in accordance
with algorithm 1 to produce the frame output shown in figure 2.5
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Figure 2.5: The resulting frame from the second render pass. Rays are cast
through the scalar field according to algorithm 1, using the front face image
and back face rasterized geometry to compute ray lengths. The bonsai data
set is gathered from http://schorsch.efi.fh-nuernberg.de/data/
volume/

2.6 Data Structures

Many different data structures are available in literature used to accelerate ren-
dering or reduce the memory usage of the volume data, which is inherently large
due to its dimensionality, and the tendency to store it in a uniform grid as dis-
cussed in section 2.1.

2.6.1 Summed Volume Table

When devising algorithms to accelerating volume rendering, a method of quickly
determining if a region of the volume is empty or not is often required. Summed
volume tables are a good choice if the implementation can spare the extra mem-
ory overhead that they introduce. Vidal et. al describes summed volume tables
in [22].

The summed volume table is the 3D extension of the integral image, or summed
area table. Any position (u, v, w) in this structure holds the sum of the elements
in a cuboid spanning from (0, 0, 0) to that position.

A segmented binary volume B of the volume is a structure assigning voxels con-
sidered as non-empty to 1 and empty voxels with 0. By applying the summed
volume table onto B, the summed volume table V can then be queried in a sub-
region R. R is defined by its 8 corners at positions (u1, u2), (v1, v2), (w1, w2) along
the 3 axis x, y and z respectively.

http://schorsch.efi.fh-nuernberg.de/data/volume/
http://schorsch.efi.fh-nuernberg.de/data/volume/
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Figure 2.6: An illustration of the V volume with the sub-region
u1, u2, v1, v2, w1, w2. By 8 look-ups into the summed volume table the vol-
ume in the region filled with gray color can be computed. The coordinate
system is displayed to the right.

The use of this structure becomes apparent when considering the number of ar-
ray accesses required to compute the number of non-empty voxels in R. By way
of equation 2.1, for a sub-region of sizeMx, My , Mz queried,Mx ·My ·Mz accesses
are required in B to compute the number of non-empty voxels Num(R). As de-
scribed in [22] by Vidal, only 8 accesses are required into V to compute Num(R),
given by equation 2.10.

Num(R) = (V (u2, v2, w2) − V (u2, v2, w1))

− (V (u1, v2, w2) − V (u1, v2, w1))

− (V (u2, v1, w2) − V (u2, v1, w1))

+ (V (u1, v1, w2) − V (u1, v1, w1))

(2.10)

Figure 2.6 color codes the regions being added and removed by the corresponding
terms in equation 2.10 to finally attain the number of non-empty voxels Num(R)
in R.

2.6.2 Octree

Octrees are the acceleration structure of choice in different DVR contexts [18][13].
In their simplest form, an octree is the tree structure in which every node that is
not a leaf contains eight children. These eight children represents a uniform grid
placed in the node, each child containing either data (leaf) information, or eight
more children. It is commonly implemented as a search tree for subdividing a set
of points in 3D. Another common use case for the octree is space subdivision of
volume data, as this class of data is often represented on a uniform grid. [13]
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Figure 2.7: Left: A graphical representation of the traversal of an octree
subdividing a space with a depth of 3. Right: corresponding octree graph
with a root node and its children, and one set of its grandchildren.

For spatial subdivision schemes, nodes in the octree hold data pertaining to a
subvolume. This data could be the size of the subvolume or min/max values [22],
the voxel values and/or computations on these e.g the standard deviation [13], or
other data such as exact intersection points of the subvolumes edges [21]. The
point being that the octree is a flexible structure with many uses while having
a relatively small memory footprint [3]. An example of the octree graph repre-
sentation and the space it subdivides is shown in figure 2.7, along with how the
subvolumes are accessed recursevily from the root node.

2.6.3 Distance Transform

The distance transform is method applied to an image containing background
and foreground pixels. The resulting image is a distance field (also called dis-
tance map). A distance field is an image/space in which each point the shortest
distance to an object in the image/space is stored. In ray tracing applications (not
to be confused with ray casting), it is a common structure to accelerate the ray
traversal by allowing the ray to step with a length based on the distance field as
explained in [9] by John C. Hart. Figure 2.8 displays an example of a 2D distance
field containing the euclidean shortest distance to the gray object. Extending this
idea to 3-dimensional space is thoroughly explored in [10] by Mark W. Jones et.
al.
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Figure 2.8: Left: A binary 2D image with object marked in gray. Right: The
corresponding euclidean distance transform

Computing the full 3D distance field of a binary segmented volume is a costly
operation, and therefore effective approximate methods are often considered. In
[20] by Gunilla Borgefors, methods of 3D chamfer distance transform schemes
are presented. In [16] by Ingemar Ragnemalm, the 3D eucledian distance trans-
form is discussed.

Chamfer Distance Transform

The chamfer distance transform (CDT) algorithm operates in 2 passes, where a
sliding window/kernel operation is applied to the image. The distance field F is
initialized from the binary image B according to equation 2.11.

F =
{ ∞, B = 0

0, B = 1 (2.11)

The first pass applies the kernel in order from left to right, up to down and front
to back, i.e in ascending index by equation 2.1. The same operation is then
applied in reverse order. Using the rotated kernel in descending index order
achieves this. The kernel size and values are determined by the distance template,
presented in figure 2.9, where the scalars a − f are found in table 2.1, based on
the distance metric.

Table 2.1: The different values used in the distance templates from [10].

Transform Template a b c d e f
City Block (Manhattan) 1

Chessboard 1 1
Quasi-Euclidean 3x3x3 1

√
2

Complete Euclidean 3x3x3 1
√

2
√

3
<a,b,c>opt 3x3x3 0.9266 1.34065 1.65849

Quasi-Euclidean 5x5x5 1
√

2
√

3
√

5
√

6 3
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The actual operation used is the min( · )-function, comparing a center voxels dis-
tance value f to its 5 × 5 × 5 neighbourhood Q. With the distance template T
applied to Q produces a new set of possible new distance values M, where empty
template elements (not to be confused with zero!) have been removed from the
set whilst terms in the template are element-wise added. The operation becomes

f = min(M) (2.12)

where,
M = Q + T (2.13)

where the template T is non-empty. Note that the templates in 2.1 are ordered in
increasing computation cost, as each added term increases the number of arith-
metic operations. The error is however reduced the more terms are used.[10]

Figure 2.9: The distance template. Each element is added to the 5 × 5 × 5
voxel neighbourhood centered around the voxel marked with ”0”. Empty
elements are skipped. Top: Forward Kernel. Bottom: Backward Kernel.
Note: Only z = −2,−1, 0 parts are displayed in the forward kernel due to
the other parts being empty. The same applies to the backward kernel for
z = 0, 1, 2.

Eucledian Distance Transform

While the CDT method is efficient, it can also be erroneous [16] as explained
by Ragnemalm. Furthermore, the masks shown in figure 2.9 require access to
neighbouring elements in the same plane as the element under consideration.
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To overcome this, methods such as the euclidean distance transform (EDT) de-
scribed by Per-Erik Danielsson in [6] can be used.

Computing the EDT is similar to the CDT. It is propagated in the same way when
applied sequentially, however the values being propagated are vector valued in-
stead of scalar. This allows for increased precision for distance value propagation,
at the cost of potential added memory usage. [10]

The EDT is evaluated in each pixel similarly to the CDT by the min( · ) operator,
however it is required to compute the distance from the vector values, meaning
for each visited element an added cost of multiplication and addition not present
when evaluating the CDT. Even so, the reduced number of elements required
to be accessed in the passes shows the EDT, in this survey denoted the vector
distance transform VDT, to be superior in accuracy and comparable in speed
[10].

Figure 2.10: The EDT masks dubbed 8SED, originally devised by Danielsson
in [6].

An example of masks that can be used to compute the EDT is shown in figure
2.10. The union of the masks together covers the entire direction space for any
pixel, meaning the 8 neighbours of a pixel are addressed. This is an important
concept when devising mask layouts. The masks in figure 2.10 are so called non-
separable [16] by Ragnemalm, meaning they have to be applied in a set order.
For the 8-neighbour sequential euclidean distance transform (8SED), the order
of right to left and top to bottom in figure 2.10 is required.
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Figure 2.11: The unsigned EDT mask suggested in [15]. This mask allows
for parallel propagation, at the cost of higher memory bandwidth. It is prop-
agated forward and then backwards along both directions. In total 4 passes
with this mask is performed.

In [19] by Jens Schneider et. al, a set of masks are presented which are read-write-
separable, meaning they can be propagated along the rows or columns, in sets of
forward and backwards passes, to compute an entire row or column of distance
values in parallel on the GPU. This is an implementation of the 4-pass horizontal
8SSED targeting SIMD architecture (4H-8SSED/SIMD) algorithm suggested in
[15] by Ragnemalm.

The unsigned version of this mask is shown in figure 2.11. The procedure is exe-
cuted by rendering what the authors call "sweep lines". Sweep lines are in essence
pixel wide rectangles covering an entire row or column of an image. These are
processed in sequence along the rows or columns. For each sweep line, each ele-
ment has the mask in figure 2.11 applied along the sweep direction. This is done
by executing a technique called texture ping-ponging.

Texture ping-ponging is a technique to overcome the read-write restrictions of
GPUs using the OpenGL API. While executing a program on the GPU that have
a write target bound, that same target can not be read from in the same shader
program. If instead the current read and write targets are represented as individ-
ual entities, i.e textures, one can be read from while the other is written to. After
current shader program pass is executed, the two textures are swapped. A swap
means we read from the recently written to target and write to the previously
read-bound texture. The procedure is then repeated. In this way, the textures are
swapped, or ping-ponged, between subsequent calls of some GPU operation.

A Note On Memory Usage

The full distance transform generally occupies at least the same amount of mem-
ory as the original volume scalar field due to precision requirements and the fact
that it is a per-voxel structure. This kind of overhead deserves consideration in
web applications, were browsers have limits on allowed occupied memory per
page.
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2.6.4 Texture Packing

Adaptive texture maps [11] by Martin Kraus and Thomas Ertl., or texture packing,
which is what Ljung has dubbed the method in [8], is a data reduction scheme
well suited for medical volume data. The number of object voxels (voxels that
contribute to the image volume) is often less than the number of non-object vox-
els, meaning most of the storage space in a volume is occupied by nothing worth
wile. Texture packing has the potential of reducing this data size considerably,
and is extensible to the 3D Texture case.

The general idea of texture packing of volume data is that a heavily downsampled
representation of the original texture is kept as a layout, mapping values from a
storage texture called the cache with floating point precision. This mapping is a
direct translation from layout space to cache space.

The cache is a tightly packed version of the original volume. The volume data is
divided into bricks, and each brick that does not contribute to the visual appear-
ance of the final image is discarded. The remaining bricks are kept in the cache.
The layout contains ids that references positions within the cache, and together
they can produce a lower memory representation that outputs the same rendered
image.

Texture unpacking is implemented on the GPU. To ensure correct filtering of sam-
ples that land between bricks, some care has to be taken, as regular interpolation
as described in section 2.3 would give incorrect results on brick edges. This can
be solved either by utilizing built in hardware filtering by sample duplication, or
by using programmable shaders to determine correct sampling on edges between
bricks [11][13]. In figure 2.12, a sample duplication scheme is presented.

Figure 2.12: Example texture mapping from [8]. Left: Low resolution layout
texture. Ids are color coded while empty space is white. Right: Cache texture
with sample duplication and no empty bricks.

The packing scheme in [8] by Ljung is described by 4 equations. A volume space
texture coordinate is denoted xx,y,z , a cache texture coordinate x′x,y,z
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x′x,y,z = xx,y,z · bscalex,y,z · tw + tx,y,z (2.14)

here, tx,y,z,w is the layout texture component that translates x to x′ . bscalex,y,z is
the scaling mapping between volume space and cache space.

The layout texture components are computed as

tx,y,z = (b′x,y,z · bres′x,y,z − ox,y,z + tw)/csizex,y,z (2.15)

with tw = 1 for original resolution bricks. The method is extensible to support
resolution levels, but will not be covered here. b′ is the integer position of a brick
in the cache, bres′ is the storage resolution of the brick. csize is the resolution of
the cache.

ox,y,z = bx,y,z · bresx,y,z · tw (2.16)

b is the integer position of the brick in the volume and bres is the resolution of
a brick in the volume. Note that in a sample duplication scheme, bres′ and bres
are not of same size. E.g. with this scheme, bres of size 323 would give bres′

(32 + 2)3. Lastly, the scaling parameters bscalex,y,z =
vsizex,y,z
csizex,y,z

, where vsizex,y,z is

the original volume resolution.
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A full prototype is developed for the evaluation and testing of the optimization
methods that will be considered. The prototype is based on Ljungs work in [8],
similarily to Congote et. als [5], but with an extended feature set.

3.1 Tools

The implementation is mainly written in Rust, a systems languages compiling to
WebAssembly binary format with Javascript hooks and glue code, allowing for
fast execution of CPU-bound algorithms that are implemented. Html and CSS
are also used (albeit sparingly) to render the web page. Software packages that
are used to implement the algorithms and prototype code is displayed in table
3.1 coupled with a brief description, to provide transparency into the implemen-
tation.

Table 3.1: Libraries and tools used for the full implementation

Software Package Description
web-sys Rust library that facilitate bindings between Rust and the browser platform

WebGL 2.0 JavaScript graphics API to target client GPU
wasm-bindgen CL Part of the web-sys ecosystem, post-processes WebAssembly to generate JavaScript glue

NPM Node Packet Manager, packet manager for JavaScript and WebAssembly module
nalgebra Rust linear algebra package

num-traits Rust numerical operations extensions library e.g. the clamp operation
futures Rust library to perform asynchronous work. Required for loading files as this is done asynchronously on the web
serde Rust serialization and de-serialization library. Required for loading files

ndarray Rust multi-dimensional array package, similar to Python’s NumPy
Webpack Web platform asset / source code bundler and development utilities for WebAssembly with Rust

21
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3.2 Implementation

The methods used to extend the original implementation suggested in [8] by
Ljung will be covered both generally and in detail.

Early ray termination is implemented as a simple check in the fragment shader.
By storing the current accumulated opacity, and terminating the loop in case of
it reaching 1, unnecessary calculations could be avoided.

Empty space skipping is implemented by octree subdivision, and from that a
more tightly fitting bounding geometry is generated. This bounding geometry
can then be used to compute a front face image stored by rendering to a texture
via framebuffer similarily to the one suggested in [8] in one rendering pass.

Empty space skipping is also implemented as part of the sampling step, where
the distance field of a binary image is used to adaptively step the rays. This and
the aforementioned empty space skipping method, while achieving a common
goal, can be combined as they act on different stages of the rendering pipeline.

To reduce the original and additional memory cost, an adaptive texture mapping
scheme is employed, reducing the memory usage on the GPU at virtually no loss
of quality in the image at the cost of 1 extra nearest-neighbour interpolated tex-
ture fetch per sample point.
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3.2.1 Adaptive Octree Empty Space Skipping

The full implementation of the adaptive octree generated bounds is described in
algorithms 2 and 3, the initialization step and the construct step.

A binary volume is used as input. The volume marks the working set. The binary
volume is subsequently used to generate a summed volume table in accordance
with what was described in the background theory section. The summed volume
table is computed in one pass similarly to what is suggested in [22] by Vidal,
which is a simple in-place image integral.

Algorithm 2 Empty Space Skipping Adaptive Octree: Initialization

1: V = B
2: for each (ix, iy , iz) ∈ [0..Nx, 0..Ny , 0..Nz] by eq (2.1) do
3:

V (ix, iy , iz) = (V (ix, iy , iz) + V (ix, iy , iz − 1))

+ (V (ix − 1, iy , iz) − V (ix − 1, iy , iz − 1))

+ (V (ix, iy − 1, iz) − V (ix, iy − 1, iz − 1))

− (V (ix − 1, iy − 1, iz) − V (ix − 1, iy − 1, iz − 1))

4: end for
5: R = region(0, Nx, 0, Ny , 0, Nz)
6: root = construct(R, V , emin, d) by alg (3)

The octree subvdivision algorithm is implemented as a top-down method, recur-
sively dividing the space into 8 octants. Each node is marked as one of three
types: None, Internal or Leaf. A leaf node is a node of the octree whose region
contains data and has been halted by one of two criterion from further subdivi-
sion. It contains no children. A None node is a node containing no data, and can
be safely discarded. An internal node is a node containing at least one child node
not marked as None. In each node the region content is evaluated. The corners of
the region are used to query the summed volume table by the method Num(R),
which is a direct implementation of equation 2.10.

The two criterions that halts the recursion are specified as

1. If the current region is containing less than a fraction κ empty voxels

2. If any edge length e of the cuboid of region R is less than a minimum edge
length of emin

The octants are a list of 8 pointers, initialized as ”None”. The subdivision of
the regions into 8 sub-regions is performed by integer division of the size of the
bounding cuboid edges. The list of children are then further recursively con-
structed.
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Algorithm 3 Empty Space Skipping Adaptive Octree: Construction

1: procedure construct(R, V , emin, d)
2: C = {None, None, None, None, None, None, None, None}
3: T = Internal
4: ex, ey , ez = compute edge lengths of R
5: e = min(ex, ey , ez)
6: if Num(R) < (1 − κ) · ex · ey · ez and e > emin then
7: for each child ∈ C do
8: if Num(Rchild) > 0 then
9: child = construct(Rchild , V , emin, d + 1) recursive by alg (3)

10: end if
11: end for
12: else
13: T = Leaf
14: end if
15: return node(T , R, C, d)
16: end procedure

Table 3.2: Variables and notation of algorithms 2 and 3. In order of occur-
rence.

V Summed Volume Table
B Binary Volume
ix, iy , iz indices
Nx, Ny , Nz Width, height and depth of B
R A region holding 6 integers

spanning a cuboid
root The root node
construct the method constructing a node
emin The minimum edge length of a

cuboid
d The depth of the octree
C A list of 8 child nodes
T The current node type
ex, ey , ez cuboid edge lengths
e The current shortest edge length
κ Fraction of minimum empty voxels
child A child node
Rchild An octant cuboid sub region of R
node The current node, storing T , R, C, d

The result is an octree which adaptively subdivides the space, seperating empty
space and non-empty.
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The bounding geometry is generated by iterating over the finalized octree, extract-
ing the regions of nodes marked as Leaf in a depth first traversal. The geometry is
constructed as sets of axis-aligned bounding boxes (AABB) which are then joined
by using a hashed lookup table to avoid duplicated vertices, figure 3.1 displays
the generated geometry. The finalized geometry is then uploaded to the GPU.

The tighter bounding geometry is then used for the consecutive first and second
render passes, producing images such as those in figure 3.1, used to reduce the
working set in the sampling step of the second render pass.

To assert that an early z-test is performed in all cases, the depth buffer is written
to prior to the second pass ray casting with a trivial shader program. The second
pass is then invoked with the depth test of GL_EQUAL to ensure only fragments
that are contributing to the final image is used.

Figure 3.1: Resulting images used to determine the start and end point of
the rays, utilizing the adaptive octree with emin = 16, κ = 0.05, applied to
the Wholebody Female 320 × 320 × 912 data set. Left: The original AABB.
Right: The front faces of the octree bounding geometry.

3.2.2 Distance Transform Empty Space Skipping

To accelerate the ray steps when it otherwise would sample voxels that have an
opacity α = 0, a distance transform has been implemented to produce a distance
field. It is computed from a binary volume B marking the empty voxels as 0,
non-empty as 1.

The distance field F is initialized as a 32-bit floating point array using equation
2.11. The chamfer distance transform is then applied to F, using a 3×3×3 kernel
and corresponding Complete-Euclidean template listed in table 2.1.

The distance field F is then used to compute the sample-step field, S. This data
structure is the per-voxel mapping of the ray step length. S is computed for
each voxel, truncating the floating point distance in F to 8-bit unsigned integers.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of one cast ray, sampling a volume with both initial
and intermediate empty space in its path. The ray is cast from left to right
in the image. Top: Uniform step length across the ray. Ray steps that are
outside of the working set are sampled just as densely as the steps inside.
Bottom: Using the distance field to accelerate the rays outside the volume.
Accelerated steps are marked with dashed radii.

When sampled, trillinear interpolation allows for safe, accelerated sampling to-
wards the volume, and uniform sampling inside the volume. When the value
s = 0 in S, the sampling is uniform. This way, any scalar in S is a measure of how
far a ray can be stepped without missing any relevant information.

The reason for using 8-bit to represent the distances in S is that this is the bit rep-
resentation of the volume scalars, and can therefore be uploaded into a channel
of the 3D volume texture coupled with the original scalar volume.

In the second pass fragment shader program, the distance field term is sampled
simultaneously as the scalar value. The scalar value is unchanged. At the end of a
current iteration of the ray step for loop, instead of the usual uniform increment
of the ray position, the sampling-step field value is instead used to advance the
ray. The difference is displayed in figure 3.2.

Since this occurs for each sample step, the sample-step field can skip empty space
in the middle of the ray traversal. The purpose for truncating the values of the
distance field is to be able to pack the values together with the volume scalars
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in the same texture object. This reduces the number of separate texture fetches.
Truncating the distance field in this way is harmless in terms of image quality.

In the general case, the ray is stepped equal to or a shorter distance than what
is required for the ray to reach the object, assuming an error free distance field.
This means that a sample with an opacity of zero will be accumulated, which has
no effect on the resulting image quality. Similarly, truncating these values causes
the steps to be equal to or less than the computed distance field, which was just
concluded to be harmless for image quality.

3.3 Empty Space Skipping Combined

Bounding geometry methods such as the previously presented adaptive octree
can only reduce the number of samples by finding more optimal ray starting and
end positions. It does also reduce the number of rays that are started, should the
bounding geometry screen projection fill less of the view port than the original
geometry.

The distance field method can skip empty space anywhere within the volume
scalar values, at the cost of much larger memory overhead than the bounding
geometry. There is however synergy between the two methods that can be consid-
ered, allowing for more skipping of empty space than either method can achieve
on its own. Figure 3.3 illustrate the different configurations of sampling the vol-
ume by a heatmap, where blue color indicates low sample count whilst red means
high sample count.

The ”shortness” in the values of S means the structure would still cause unneces-
sary sampling ”far away” from the volume. By applying the tighter octree gener-
ated bounding geometry, where the distance to the object can be trivially realized
to be guaranteed strictly less than

√
3 · emin if κ = 0. If for example a minimum

edge length of 16 is chosen, the largest possible distance value within the bound-
ing geometry is ∼27.7 voxels. Values of κ > 0 implies this guarantee may not hold
in every scenario. The situations are however unlikely to occur.
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Figure 3.3: Rendering of the different methods effect on the number of sam-
ples that are used with the different techniques in each ray. Red indicates
a high sampling number (many ray steps), blue a low number of samples.
White means no rays were cast.

With this realization an edge length of

es =
maxbit(S)
√

3
(3.1)

where maxbit(S) is the maximal value of the bit depth (so 255 for unsigned 8-bit),
most rays can be expected to sample non-empty voxels after just one iteration of
the second pass for loop. Reducing the edge length further than this could still
be beneficial, assuming it reduces the number of started rays, or that the volume
topology is locally not favorable, a typical situation depicted in figure 3.4 for
locally non-convex regions.
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Figure 3.4: A situation in which the distance field step does not immedi-
ately reach the non-empty volume. Topology that is for example non-convex
causes the distance field and resulting step length radii f to be less than the
distance to the volume w.r.t to the current ray direction.

Another problematic situation was already shown but not addressed in figure 3.2,
when a ray exits the volume. This a problem not seen in iso-surface rendering, as
the distance field is used to simply accelerates towards the volume and stop on
first hit [9]. Ray casting seeks to blend the volume, and if the opacity is not satu-
rated, the ray can pass through. Since the distance transform is independent of
the ray direction, the sampling step is initially short after ”leaving” the volume.

3.4 Texture Packing

The texture packing scheme employed is an implementation of the adaptive tex-
ture maps described in the background theory by equations 2.14, 2.15 and 2.16.
While there was reported limits in texture size in the provided literature of 512×
512×512, no such limitation was taken into account, as this is expected to largely
be a limitation of the past.

Instead, a cubic cache of width, height and depth csize is generated by counting
the number b of cubic bricks of width, height and depth bres′ in the volume
that evaluates as non-empty by the Num(R) procedure mentioned prior. The
operation in equation C = ceil(B

1
3 ) determines dimensions. As such, the volume

is not required to be cubic, but the cache will always be.

Similarily, the dimensions of the layout texture is determined by the number of
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bricks it takes to cover the original volume. Generally, this causes the layout to
be non-cubic, and describes the mapping between a zero padded version of the
original volume texture that will be called the virtual volume, and the cache. Note
that the virtual volume is not actual data, and is different than the definition in
[8] were a virtual volume refers to the original dataset.

To extend the procedure to handle arbitrary dimensions, a new scale parameter
is also introduced in 2.14, the vscalex,y,z 3-component vector. This scaling is

computed as
lsizex,y,z
vsizex,y,z

, and is used to match the grid of the texels in the layout

texture to the grid of the original volume texture. Why this is required can be
realized by studying figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: A toy example of the texture packing scheme on a 18 × 12 image
and bres = 5. A total of 8 of the 12 bricks are culled, giving a cache size of
14 × 14.

While the size reduction is not as impressive for the example in figure 3.5 due to
the inverse relationship between sample duplication and brick size coupled with
the tiny image size, it does illustrate how arbitrary dimensions are mapped.
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The layout is larger in virtual volume space than the actual volume and when sam-
pling the layout texture along the cast ray the incorrect id would be returned,
were the sample point not first scaled to account for the larger extent of the lay-
out versus the original texture. It is important to recall that all textures when
accessed in a shader program is accessed as texels, and the texture dimensions
are always within [0, 1], and in general accessed with floating point values and
the resulting texel value is interpolated.

3.4.1 Distance Transform Concerns

A realization that can be made is that the texture packing described in this section
would entirely discard the useful parts of the distance transform, as the distance
values outside of the volume are the ones of interest. If the distance field was
naively included, the memory useage would not be reduced at all (assuming the
distance transform is packed with the original volume data as described in sec-
tion 3.2.2). Neither of these scenarios are particularly attractive.

A solution to this problem is to store the distance transform in the layout texture.
This can be done by at the same time as the cache is computed, the distance
transform is stored in the tw component. In [8] the suggestion was to store detail
levels in tw. Since it is of floating point precision, this idea is not compromised if
instead of using tw = 0 to mark an empty block, the negative sign is used. In that
case, the tw component would store a floating point value with a negative value
denoting an empty block with its magnitude representing the distance field value.
A positive value could still be the detail level.
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Figure 3.6: Sampling rate image with the texture packed volume storing
the distance field values in the tw component of the layout texture in empty
bricks. The distance field is clearly less effective in terms of sample reduction
due to the downsampling.

This solution does indeed compromise the effectiveness of the distance field ac-
celeration, as the distance field has to be downsampled in such a way that it does
not introduce errors by advancing a ray too far. A simple way of achieving this is
to apply the min( · ) operator on the values of a block and storing the result in the
tw component of the layout texture. Figure 3.6 visually presents the increased
sampling rate compared to figure 3.3, row 2 column 1.

3.5 Computation Time Optimization

As the system being implemented is a web application, care has to be taken when
processing data as large as medical volume data tends to be. The distance trans-
form is a memory and computationally intense operation. This can lead to the
browser either asking the user if it wants to terminate the current operation or
it might in fact crash a web page for large data sets. An attempted 8SED EDT
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implementation of the distance transform using 16-bit integer 3D tuples proved
to be too large of an allocation for the browser platform. Instead the CDT was
used with 32-bit floating point precision (32 bit per voxel instead of 3 × 16 = 48
bit) for the CPU bound algorithm.

To potentially reduce computation times even further, the texture ping ponging
procedure suggested in [19] by Schneider was implemented for the 3D case, uti-
lizing the clients GPU. In the same publication, it is claimed that only cubic vol-
umes can be processed in such a manner. This is only true if 2 texture objects that
are not freed or re-allocated during propagation and are immutable are used. Im-
mutable textures can not change dimensions.

Figure 3.7: Left: The unsigned version of the distance templates suggested
in [19]. Right: Mask extended to the 3D case.

The procedure is a 6 pass propagation algorithm. The distance template sug-
gested is extended to fit the 3D case shown in figure 3.7, while still only address-
ing the values of past slices, just as the implementation of [19] does for columns
and rows.
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The algorithm operates along all 3 axes, one at a time, propagating forwards and
then backwards. To adress a slice, screen covering quads are rasterized, one quad
with fix z-coordinate for each slice in the volume. For each processed slice, the
read and write target texture is ping-ponged as described in section 2.5.2. Figure
3.8 marks the targets as ”1” and ”2”. The dashed line in figure 3.8 represents the
read-write barrier.

The 6 passes are grouped into 3 forwards-backwards pairs. After each pair the
results are merged by copying odd numbered slices into the write target from the
read target. The write target even-numbered slices are already updated from the
current propagation pass, see figure 3.8, second row.

Since WebGL 2.0 is based on OpenGL ES 3.0, there are no geometry shaders.
Because of this restriction, the output of a write operation has to be in a xy-plane
or slice of a 3D texture as render target. This means propagation can only be
performed along the z-axis. Note that reading from a 3D texture can be done in
any direction, plane or otherwise.

In [19] the suggestion to overcome this write-restriction is to rotate the volume
and distance values in-place, assuming cubic dimensions. No such assumption is
made in the following procedure.

Instead of rotating, the method of performing passes along the other 2 axes use
the GLSL swizzle feature. Swizzling is the efficient method of rearranging ele-
ments of a vector in GLSL. A swizzle mask for a 3-component vector v = (x, y, z)
is written as .xyz, returning the vector with elements (x, y, z). Applying the swiz-
zle mask .zxy onto v is notationally written as v.zxy and returns (z, x, y).

With this in mind, after row 2 in figure 3.8 is performed, texture object ”2”
is freed. It is then recreated, but with dimensions swizzled by the mask .zxy.
So for a volume of size vsize = (xsize, ysize, zsize), the new dimensions would be
vsize.zxy = (zsize, xsize, ysize).

The distance values are copied into the newly made ”2” from ”1” by swizzling
the quads rasterized along the new direction. By addressing the ”1” texture with
the quads using the reverse swizzle mask .yzx, slices are addressed in the correct
orientation (remember, we can read from any direction, but only write into the
xy-plane). The distance values are copied into ”2” with the swizzle mask .zxy,
see figure 3.8 row 3 column 1. After this procedure is done, ”1” and ”2” are once
again ping-ponged and ”1” is freed and created as a copy of ”2”. The algorithm
can then repeat along the new ”z” axis.
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Figure 3.8: The 3D texture distance transform ping-ponging procedure. The
operations are marked as read (R), write (W) and copy (C). The order of op-
erations is read left to right. The rows depict the propagation forward, back-
ward and swizzle pass in order. A filled checkmark indicates a slice that has
been updated with the forward and backward pass. Non-filled checkmarks
indicates a slice that has updated values of the forward pass.

The method described above has the nice property of being entirely symmetri-
cal for each axis, meaning the procedure can be formulated as a for loop with 3
iterations. This thanks to the swizzling operation essentially marching the com-
ponents after each forward-backwards pair, returning to (xsize, ysize, zsize) after
.zxy has been applied 3 times.

The same rather trivial shaders can be used each pass thanks to the swizzle march-
ing for each of the pairs. And since the masks are pairwise separable, it does not
matter that the intermediate steps operates in seemingly arbitrary order along
the axes.

The implementation uses the GL_UNSIGNED_INT_2_10_10_10_REV format to
store the vector components, meaning the vector components are 10-bit unsigned
integers, with 2 bits of unused space. This format limits the guarantees on the
correctness of the algorithm applied to textures with any dimension larger than
1023, with regards to truncation. Note that objects are often in or close to the
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center of an image, meaning much larger textures* could be used without worry
of truncation errors being present.

*Texture sizes of up to 2046 × 2046 × 2046 can be used if the middle voxel is part of the object
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Results

The full system pipeline was implemented, and is capable of running on many
different modern devices. Figure 4.1 depicts some typical frame output of the
system with some colored in masks of anatomically interesting regions that had
been segmented prior.

Figure 4.1: Typical output frame data of the application. Note that the
colored-in mask module is not loaded for the performance measurements.
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All results are presented regarding 6 systems, listed in table 4.1. The systems are
also given aliases for easy identification in later discussion and results. Note that
it is not the intention of this work to profile the systems themselves, but rather
to show that the methods tested are reasoned with in a more general context than
on a single system. This is important when considering the feasibility of the web
application. Browser choice did not seem to have any effect on the measurements,
and is therefore omitted.

For all measurements, when applicable to the methods used and unless otherwise
stated, where bres = 16, emin = 32, κ = 0.05. The number of ray steps or samples
were set to 512.

Early ray termination had little to no effect, being within the range of one stan-
dard deviation of any measure. That said, it was enabled for all measurements.

Three wholebody MRI 2x8 bit-channel showcase datasets provided by AMRA
Medical were tested on. The data consists of a low resolution volume, Wholebody
Male 244×174×370, a medium to high resolution Wholebody Male 320×320×634
and the high resolution Wholebody Female 320 × 320 × 912 datasets.

Table 4.1: The systems tested and their CPU and GPU architecture. The
system RAM is also listed due to many of the tested systems not having ded-
icated video RAM, meaning the memory is shared between CPU and GPU.

System CPU GPU (Dedicated VRAM) RAM
2016 Macbook PRO 2,6 GHz Intel Core i7 Radeon Pro 450 (2 GB) 4 GB LPDDR3 2133 MHz x 2
Low-end 2012 PC 3,10 GHz Intel Core i5 x4 Intel Ivybridge Desktop 4 GB DIMM DDR3 1600 MHz x2
Low-end 2015 PC 3,40 GHz Intel Core i7 x8 Intel HD Graphics 530 2 GB DDR4 1600 MHz x4
2016 HP Pavillion 2,30 Ghz Intel Core i5 x4 GeForce GTX 960m (4 GB) 4 GB DDR4 2133 MHz x2

S. Galaxy S9+ 2.9 GHz Exynos M3 x4 Mali G72MP18 6GB LPDDR4
HTC Nexus 9 2.3 GHz NVIDIA Tegra K1 NVIDIA Kepler DX11 2GB DDR3

4.1 Evaluation

The implemented system was evaluated with measurements of the frames per
second (FPS) average and standard deviation during a rotation sequence. The
sequence was be measured over 1000 sample points. For any one data set, the
view port fill rate was approximately 25%. The view port fill rate is the fraction
or percentage of how much of the view port is covered by the rasterized geometry.

The system was evaluated in a browser that allows for vertical sync to be disabled.
Vertical sync is a setting with which the FPS is locked to set values as a fraction
of the monitor refresh rate, often 30 and 60. It is worth noting that any rendering
system performing above 60 FPS is redundantly performant in current browsers,
as many browsers enforce a maximum FPS of 60, regardless of vertical sync.

The display settings was applied so that the view port is a constant 1024 × 1024.
This means all GPUs render this size of an image, and assuming one fragment
equals one pixel, 1024×1024 = 1048576 is the maximum number of rays. This is
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guaranteed due to WebGL layer always rendering into a texture which in turn is
rendered onto a HTML canvas element. These textures dimensions matches the
view port.

The evaluation of the frame rate for the employed techniques and methods is
quite straight forward. For a set of hardware, the different methods will be ap-
plied in accordance with a file configuration fed to the system upon a clients
connection to the server.

For different configurations, different shaders are compiled and used, to assure
that the different combinations of methods are compared in an environment
where the GPU is not hindered by a large set of conditional statements in the
fragment shaders.

Computation times for distance transform computations will be measured by the
provided JavaScript Console.time() method, which explicit use is for the purpose
of measuring operation times. Other computation times will be excluded, as
they are in the sub-seconds range and therefore deemed uninteresting for the
following discussion.
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4.2 Rendering Performance

The FPS measurements are shown in figure 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 for the different
configurations of methods. The distance transform is denoted ”DT”, Octree gen-
erated bounds ”OT”, and texture packing ”TP”. The application of multiple meth-
ods are shown as comma-separated list of these three acronyms.

Figure 4.2: FPS measurements for the data set with the lowest resolution.

The low resolution data set is the only volume that could be properly tested on all
devices, due to restrictions with regards to memory allocations for a single call
in browsers on embedded devices (HTC nexus 9 and S. Galaxy S9+). Also worth
noting is the lowest resolution data set covers the most of the view port at 29%,
due to the anisotropy of the volume data and the wide frame of the subject.
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Figure 4.3: FPS measurements for the data set with the medium resolution.

The medium resolution data showed the increasing need of optimization, as with-
out it systems such as the Macbook PRO which can be expected to handle any
webapplication, falls behind severely. With a method such as DT applied, it is
back in the 60 FPS range. The medium sized data set fills about 25% of the view
port.

Figure 4.4: FPS measurements for the data set with the highest resolution.

The high resolution data set instead shows that even a powerful system such as
the HP pavillion with a reasonably modern GPU still can not reach 60 FPS with
the unoptimized pipeline. The high resolution data set fills about 23% of the
view port.
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4.3 Distance Transform Computation Times

The distance transform algorithms that were implemented were tested in terms
of computation times.

Table 4.2: Average computation times of the CPU chamfer distance trans-
form (> 10 samples).

Distance Transform on CPU [sec] 224 × 174 × 370 320 × 320 × 634 320 × 320 × 912

2016 Macbook PRO 3.633 17.590 27.786
Low-end 2015 PC 3.940 18.750 30.922
Low-end 2012 PC 4.982 23.821 39.327
2016 HP Pavillion 4.797 23.553 36.811
S. Galaxy S9+ 11.001 N/A N/A
HTC Nexus 9 11.877 N/A N/A

The CDT performed with the systems CPU shows an increase in computation
time towards higher resolution data sets that is detrimental to browser applica-
tions. Any one computation exceeding 10 seconds can prompt a message to the
user to exit the application. This required minimum computation speed is only
achieved for the lowest resolution data set for the non-embedded systems, see
table 4.2.

Table 4.3: Average computation times of the GPU template distance trans-
form (> 10 samples).

Distance Transform on GPU [sec] 224 × 174 × 370 320 × 320 × 634 320 × 320 × 912

2016 Macbook PRO 1.022 4.200 7.383
Low-end 2015 PC 0.935 4.086 6.179
Low-end 2012 PC 2.377 10.905 17.397
2016 HP Pavillion 1.639 6.788 9.827
S. Galaxy S9+ 12.397 N/A N/A
HTC Nexus 9 8.577 N/A N/A

The GPU EDT algorithm implemented achieves less than 10 second computation
times for all systems bar S. Galaxy s9+ and the Low-end 2012 PC, shown in table
4.3.
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Table 4.4: The fractional speed up compared between the two distance trans-
form algorithms.

Distance Transform Fraction (CPU / GPU) 224 × 174 × 370 320 × 320 × 634 320 × 320 × 912

2016 Macbook PRO 3.5 4.2 3.8
Low-end 2015 PC 4.2 4.6 5.0
Low-end 2012 PC 2.1 2.2 2.3
2016 HP Pavillion 2.9 3.5 3.7
S. Galaxy S9+ 0.9 N/A N/A
HTC Nexus 9 1.4 N/A N/A

The speed up achieved for the non-embedded systems is in the ×2-×5 range. Em-
bedded systems proved to be close to the same if not worse to use the GPU bound
algorithm versus the CPU bound. The speed ups listed in table 4.4 are much more
reserved compared to reported speed increases in [19].

4.4 Texture Packing Memory Reduction

The texture packing scheme was applied to reduce the memory of the data up-
loaded to the GPU. Table 4.5 lists the memory costs of the data before and af-
ter applying the packing scheme. Larger data sets are reduced more, which is
expected due to the inverse relationship between bres and sample duplication,
which will affect lower resolution data sets more.

It is also worth noting that the method is data dependent, meaning that the shape
and size of the object in the volume data affects how much of the data can be
safely discarded when packing. This is the reason for the medium resolution
data set after packing being larger than the high resolution data set.

Table 4.5: Memory costs of the data sets with and without applying texture
packing, assuming one 8-bit channel. bres = 16 for all data sets. Column 2
lists the total memory cost of the layout and cache, with the layout cost in
parenthesis.

Data Set Memory Cost Original Size [MB] Packed Size [MB] (Layout Size [MB]) Reduction
224x174x370 14.42 10.14 (0.06) 29.7%
320x320x634 64.92 28.91 (0.26) 65.5%
320x320x912 93.39 20.05 (0.36) 78.5%
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Discussion

The results does provide some insight into when one of the methods is or is not
suited for a certain kind of system. The problem formulation of this thesis sought
to answer broad questions pertaining to the implemented and applied methods
and their evaluation.

5.1 Rendering Performance Methods

None of the implemented methods proved to be strictly worse for performance,
bar texture packing for the 2015 PC. Another observation is that while yes, data
resolution is an important factor for performance, the view port fill rate is also a
factor, clearly seen for the older desktop systems. These older systems saw higher
(if marginally) performance for higher resolution data sets with less view port fill
rate. This is attributed to the increase in total number of started rays, which are
directly proportional to the number of pixels in the rasterized image.

5.1.1 Octree Generated Bounds

The octree generated bounds method is the most disappointing in terms of pure
performance of the tested methods, especially considering literature points in its
direction [8][18][22]. The method does however have some redeeming qualities.
Compared to the distance transform, the introduced memory cost of the triangles
constituting the bounds is negligible. Computing it is also many orders of mag-
nitude faster when accelerated with the summed volume table implementation
than the DT.
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Combining octree generated bounds with the distance transform can be con-
cluded to be fruitless, as the OT seems to limit rather than improve on the sub-
stantial performance gains of the DT. That said, in a setting where the computa-
tion times of the DT becomes impractical, as is the case for multiple devices as
shown in table 4.3 and 4.2, the OT coupled with TP is an attractive alternative,
as the computations are fast and the memory cost low.

5.1.2 Distance Transform

The distance transform method proved to be the most potent single optimization
method, in many cases overtaking any other combination.

The reason for the combination of texture packing and distance transform being
less performant can be attributed to two facts. The first fact is that the distance
transform efficiency is reduced due to the downsampling. The other fact being
that the distance transform extra memory overhead of an extra 8-bit channel does
not exceed the memory budget of that particular system configuration. When tex-
ture packing and the distance transform does outperform the distance transform
by itself, as is seen in figure 4.2 for the S. Galaxy S9+, the reason could be that
the memory transfer is the bottle neck.

The same can not be said for the combination of octree-generated bounds. While
[13] hints at the processing of triangles having several orders of magnitude less
of an impact on performance than the ray casting pass, the ”DT, OT” results in
figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 shows a different interaction. As was shown in figure 3.3, the
number of started rays and number of samples is further reduced by combining
the methods. Even then, the extra computations required to cull and rasterize
the more complex geometry effectively reduces the FPS that could otherwise be
achieved by only applying the DT method.

5.1.3 Texture Packing

The fact that Texture Packing often had a positive effect on performance was
somewhat surprising prior to the FPS measurements. However, the measurement
shows that the extra texture fetch overhead is negligible at its worst due to being
well within 1 standard deviation, and the reduced texture size a performance
increase at its best.

Texture packing proved to be very efficient at reducing the memory cost of storing
the data set in memory available to the GPU, which is well in line with the claims
in [8].

Potentially, another use case for texture packing could be in reducing download
times. As is shown in table 4.5, a single 8-bit channel of a high resolution data set
can be large. So large in fact that the download size for a slower connection would
be tedious. A proposal is to use texture packing as part of the data compression
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(usually gzip) scheme before eventually sending the data to the client. The data
can then either be rendered in its packed form, or be further unpacked client side
using the clients GPU.

If texture packing is done prior to the clients download, the problem with embed-
ded systems allocation limitations could potentially be circumvented. By only un-
packing the volume in GPU-held texture objects by rendering into framebuffers
bound to 3D texture slices, browser ”main memory” never allocates the full ar-
ray. This idea assumes the packed volume is of a size that can be allocated. The
volume data could also be uploaded in chunks by streaming the data into a 3D
texture object via the TexSubImage3D method.

5.2 Distance Transform Computation Times

The GPU bound distance transform is generally the better alternative. It is hard
to find situations where the CPU algorithm could be better, if we assume the
distance transform is to be computed on the clients machine. If it is not, neither
of the algorithms are particularly attractive as on-demand computed distance
transforms, as the server load of computing the distance field could be potentially
immense.

The reason for the more reserved speed ups than what is presented in [19] can
possibly relate to the swizzling scheme requiring re-allocating the texture objects
for each of the three propagation pairs. Another possible reason could be the
added overhead of the numerous WebGL API calls that are being made, which
are known to be slower than native OpenGL calls.
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Conclusion

The work done in this thesis set out to answer questions of the feasibility, im-
plementation, and evaluation of optimization methods applied to a web based
DVR raycaster powered by the clients machine. While this work limits itself in
not profiling the hardware in use, general conclusions about the methods can be
made.

The 6 different systems performance in terms of FPS show that with the proposed
methods, more performant rendering can be had in all cases. Different combi-
nations of methods was shown to lends themselves better to a particular set of
hardware. This is unfortunate, as it makes it harder for a developer to implement
a system that is reliable for all platforms. This is not uncommon for graphics
applications, but web applications are expected to ”just work”.

The distance transform method is shown to be highly effective in increasing per-
formance, with the caveat that its computation is cumbersome. This limitation
can be alleviated by computing the distance transform on the clients GPU.

The octree generated bounds method that was based on suggestions in prior work
was shown to have limitations, especially in combination with other applied
methods. This limits its usefulness, but it can still be applied in some situations.

Texture packing as a memory reduction method proved effective on MR whole-
body scans, were much empty space is present. It was also shown that the added
overhead of an extra texture fetch imposed by this method did not negatively
impact performance. Instead, the reduced memory cost on the GPU increased
performance in some configurations.

There are still technical limitations imposed on embedded systems, limiting the
resolution of volume data that can be rendered with the prototype. This thesis
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discusses possible workarounds that allow for smaller sized allocations that will
potentially allow for larger resolution data sets to be rendered.
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